
  

 

Lower Your Voice.  We’re Trying to Talk Out Here. 

Process Improvement tools can help companies make conversation, not noise.   

 

OK, the Superbowl is big; I’ll give you that.  And 20 Superbowl crowds would equal the 

attendance any year for the Olympics.  If your company has the opportunity to scream loudly at 

such events, by all means do it; someone will hear you.  Otherwise, can you tone it down a bit? 

 

Have you noticed companies keeping a lower profile these days?  For every ShamWOW success 

isn’t there one less Goodyear, Fuji Film, or MetLife blimp?  For corporate communicators, the 

universe has simply become too big for one mouth (well, we can’t all be Donald Trump).  The 

Traditional Media were overrun by thousands of New Media, which were dwarfed by hundreds 

of millions of Social Media.  Everyone now has a voice in the echo chamber, and not too 

surprisingly, we got tired of trying to scream over each other.  Social media has lowered our 

voices by forcing us to talk to each other, not talk at everyone.   

 

Plummeting down the roller coaster, did you hear which other kids screamed?  Guess what? – 

No one hears your company scream either.   Man isn’t really built for screaming anyway, not 

like, say, howler monkeys.  We needed to stop.  Try this out the next time you are among a 

group of friends or colleagues:  during a spirited conversation, when you want to get their 

attentions, lower your voice.  You’ll be amazed at how well it can work.  Social media takes the 

power of that one tiny voice and multiplies it by thousands.  Companies must do the same with 

their voices. 

 

Talk Softly and Bury the Big Shtick.    

 

The point is:  companies can no longer force people to listen.  Brute force marketing that 

pounds prospects senseless with corporate messaging can’t be your only strategy.  Making 

“noise,” whether through TV commercials, full-page magazine ads, or your logo shaved into 

LeBron James’ hair, is simply not enough today.  Prospects have too many information options, 

available all the time from anywhere.  Instead of making noise, make people talk about your 

noise.  They don’t have to see your TV commercial if 20 of their friends tell them about it.        

 

The new paradigm is one-on-one conversations, lots of them – You needn’t shout, I’m right 

here.  Can I help you?  Where did you find that?  Will you tell your friends for me?  Gosh, I’ve 

enjoyed our chat, let’s do it again! You’re not a soapbox preacher; you’re the Walmart greeter.  

This isn’t a Biggest Shtick Contest.  The company with the most Little Shticks wins. 



 

 

 

The bad news?  In this environment, corporate communication becomes a formidable task.  The 

company has to lower its voice and start making friends.  It has to carry on a hundred different 

conversations rather than having one conversation with a hundred different people; and yet, it 

has to, somehow, attain value from those conversations.  Communication becomes a process (if 

you didn’t know it was already), a process that can be refined and improved. 

 

Insight Inside Your Company 

 

The Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma optimization methodologies (together, Lean Six Sigma or 

LSS) are well proven over many years and thousands of implementations.  The LSS DMAIC 

(Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control) workflow is standard operating procedure for 

manufacturing process engineers seeking to maximize output, efficiency, and quality control. 

The methodology does have one very critical requirement – it requires data.  LSS uses data to 

Define the challenge faced.  It designs systems to Measure outputs with data, and it Analyzes 

the data collected.  Without data, nothing is Improved and nothing can be Controlled under 

LSS. 

 

In fact, it is the wealth of data that can be acquired from those hundred social media 

conversations that makes LSS optimization of the communication process even more relevant 

for companies today.  One conversation, even with a hundred listeners, does not provide a lot 

of meaningful data.  One hundred different conversations do.  

 

While the LSS methodology was originally applied to manufacturing companies and processes, 

it can be adapted to optimize service-oriented businesses and processes as well.  A Lean 

Communications framework will establish and enforce a continuous process of assessment and 

improvement across all stakeholder and reputational communication programs.  The key is 

access to communications data and metrics that can be measured and analyzed. Jumping into 

the social media slipstream exerts a high demand on a company’s communications program, 

but it pays off with insightful data that can be measured and analyzed to better target 

marketing efforts that achieve more meaningful and impactful outcomes. 

 

Executing a Lean Communications strategy enables the company to continuously align its voice 

to the critical-to-quality (CTQs) factors that determine customer satisfaction.  Measureable 

benefits seen by most companies include increased productivity without additional resources 



and the optimized control and efficiency of message delivery.  The company’s brand becomes 

stronger, its reputation improves.   

 

“Save the Blimp!” 

 

No. Have you not listened? Forget the blimp.  The key to being heard among millions of voices 

is not an over-the-top communications strategy.  That’s not to say the company’s logo on a 

high-flying blimp is a bad thing – propaganda can still be effective – but if the competition has a 

hundred drones, the air war would be lost.   

 

It is harder for a company to communicate its message and protect its reputation across a 

hundred, thousand, million conversations. Shouting won’t work.  Instead, you need a good 

ground game.  Implementing Lean Six Sigma strategy is that ground game.  It is a long-term 

investment in a communications infrastructure that pays off early and continuously.   

 

With LSS, the company’s communications programs become more agile even as they expand 

and are more tightly controlled.  The key is its focus on continuous improvement – the war 

against waste and inefficiency never ends, but it’s nice to be on the winning side.  While victory 

now will certainly come at a cost against the formidable challenge represented by the never 

ending fragmentation of the media, again, the LSS communications strategy ensures efficiency 

and high standards for quality by analyzing data from your processes – LSS produces a hard ROI. 

  

I’m not saying the blimp doesn’t.  In fact, if you have one, I wouldn’t recommend that you sell 

it.  I think you should build a website for it, and sign up for a Twitter account.  Maybe post some 

YouTubes or live video from flights.  Anything to get people talking about it.   

  


